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2 $n$ 2 ,
( 1 ). $n$ 2 $n+1$ . $i$ $(0\leq i\leq n)$
$i+1$ , $(i,j)(0\leq j\leq i)$ . $i$
$(i<n)$ $(i,j)$ 2 $(i+1,j),$ $(i+1,j+1)$ .
2 , , 2
( 1 ). 2 , $n$
, $0$ , 1 , 2 , .. .. $n$
. $n$ . $S0$
, $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,n$ $i$ $S_{i}$ . 2
. $p$ $uS$ , $1-p$ $dS$ ,
2 . $u$ $d$ , $u>d$ $u=1/d$ . 2
, 2 $i$ $i$ . $i$ $(i<n)$ $(i,j)$
$S$ , $uS$ $(i+1,j)$








, $S_{n}$ $X$ , $X$









. $X$ , 2
,
$A_{i}=( \sum_{k-\triangleleft}^{1}S_{k})/(i+1)$ . ,
,
$\max\{A_{n}-X, 0\}$ . ,
, $i$ $\max\{A_{i}-X, 0\}$ .
3
$U$ .
$(i,j)$ , $(0,0)$ (i,
$T=T_{i,j}$ . (i, $T$
, $f_{i,j}(T)$ , . ,
$U$ . $(0,0)$ $T=S0$ $fo,o(S_{0})$
. , , $(0,0)$
,o(T) . ,
$f_{*,j}(T)$ $n$ $n-1$ , . .., $0$ ,
. $fo,o(T)$ .
, $n$ (n, $f_{n,j}$ . $n$
. 2 , $f_{n,j}$
.
$f_{n},j(T)= \max(0,$ $\frac{T}{n+1}-x)$ . (1)
, $i$ $(i<n)$ $(i,j)$ $f_{i,j}$ . $i$
, 2 .
$f_{8j}^{B}(T)_{*})$ $f_{i,j}^{P}(T)$ ,
$f_{i,j}(T)= \max(f_{i}^{E_{j}}(T), f_{i}^{P_{j}}(T))$ (2)
. $f_{i}^{E_{j}}(T)$ $f_{i}^{P_{j}}(T)$ .
$f_{i}^{E_{j}}$ , $n$
, .
$f_{\mathfrak{i},j}^{E}(T)= \max(0,$ $\frac{T}{i+1}-x)$ . (3)
, $f_{1,j}^{P}$ . $(i,j)$
$P$ $(i+1,j)$ , $1-p$ $(i+1,j+1)$ , $f_{i}^{P_{j}}$
.
$f_{i,j}^{P}(T)=e^{-r\Delta t}[pf_{1+1,j}(T+uS_{i,j})+(1-p)f_{i+1,j+1}(T+dS_{1j})]$ . (4)
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1 $e^{-r\Delta t}$ .




. (2), (3), (4) $f_{i+1,j}(T),$ $f_{i+1,j+1}(T)$ $f_{1j}(T)$
, 2 . ,








. , $f_{1j}(T)$ .
$g_{i}J(T)$ $f_{i},’(T)$ . ,
, .
. , $n$ $(n,j)$





. $g_{l}\sim,’(T)$ , $g_{i,j}(T)$
. 42 .
$f_{i,j}(T)$ $gt,J(T)$ , $\Phi=g0,o(S_{0})$
.
42
, $[0, +\infty$ ) , $g\sim(T)$
$\delta(0<\delta\leq 1)$ ,





, $g\sim(T)>0(\forall T>T_{0})$ $T_{0}(\geq 0)$ , $T=T_{0}$ $g\sim(T)$
$a_{0}$ ( 2 ). . $(T_{0},g\sim(T_{0}))$ $(1+\delta)a_{0}$
, $g\sim(T)$ $(T_{1},g\sim(T_{1}))$ .
, $T=T_{1}$ $\sim g(T)$ $a_{1}$ . , (T1,\tilde ( ))
$(1+\delta)a_{1}$ , $g\sim(T)$ $(T_{2},g\sim(T_{2}))$ .
, $k$ $(k\geq 0)$ . $(T_{k},g\sim(T_{k}))$
$(1+\delta)a_{k}$ $g\sim(T)$ . , $g(T)$
.
$g(T)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 (0\leq T<T_{0}),(l+\delta)ao(T- TD+9(\text{ }) (To\leq T\leq T_{1}),:. (1+\delta)a_{k-1}(T-T_{k-1})+\tilde{g}(T_{k-1}) (T_{k-1}<T\leq T_{k}),a_{\max}(T-T_{k})+\tilde{g}(T_{k}) (T_{k}<T<+\infty).\end{array}$
, $\sim g(T)$ . $g(T)$ (5)
, .
, $g(T)$ . $a0,$ $a_{i},$ $\ldots,$ $a_{k}$
$a_{i}>(1+\delta)a:-1$ $(i=1,2,\ldots,k)$
. , $a_{\max}\geq a_{k}>(1+\delta)^{k}a0$ . , $\log(1+\delta)>\delta/2(0\leq\forall\delta\leq 1)$
,
$k< \frac{2\log(a_{\max}/a_{0})}{\delta}$





, 2 \tilde g(T) $(1+\delta)g\sim(T)$ , 2
( 3 ). ,
.
. 421 $\tau_{0}$ . $(T_{0}, f(T_{0}))$
, $b_{0}$ . ,
$b_{0}(T-T_{0})+f(T_{0})\leq(1+\delta)g\sim(T)$ $(\forall T\geq T_{0})$
. , $b_{0}(T-T_{0})+f(T_{0})$ $g\sim(T)$ (To
) $(T_{1}, f(T_{1}))$ .
, $(T_{1}, f(T_{1}))$ , $b_{1}$
$b_{1}(T-T_{1})+f(T_{1})\leq(1+\delta)_{9}^{\sim}(T)$ $(\forall T\geq T_{1})$
. , $b_{1}(T-T_{1})+f(T_{1})$ $g\sim(T)$ ($T_{1}$
) $(T_{2},f(T_{2}))$ .
, $k$ $(k\geq 0)$ , $b_{k}(T-T_{k})+f(T_{k})$ $\sim g(T)$ ,
. , $a_{\max}\leq b_{k}\leq(1+\delta)a_{\max}$ .
, $g(T)$ .
$g(T)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 (0\leq T\leq T_{0}),(1+\delta)b_{0}(T-T_{0})+\tilde{g}(T_{0}) (T_{0}<T\leq T_{1}),: (1+\delta)b_{k-1}(T-T_{k-1})+\tilde{g}(T_{k-1}) (T_{k-1}<T\leq T_{k}),a_{\max}(T-T_{k})+\tilde{g}(T_{k}) (T_{k}<T<+\infty).\end{array}$
, $g(T)$ , 1
$O(\log(a_{\iota nax}/a_{0})/\delta)$ . ,
$b_{i}>(1+\delta)b_{\mathfrak{i}-1}$ $(i=1,2, \ldots,k-1)$ (6)
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.
$g\sim(T)$ $T=T_{i}$ $\alpha_{i}$ . $\alpha_{i}>b_{1-1}$ . .
$(1+\delta)b_{i}(T-$ $+\overline{g}(T_{i})(T_{i}<T<T_{i+1})$ , $T_{i}<T_{*}<T_{i+1}$
$(1+\delta)g\sim(T)$ , $(1+\delta)g\sim(T)$ $T=T_{*}$ $(1+\delta)\alpha_{i}’$






42 , $g_{i},j(T)$ $i<n$
$g_{1j}\sim,(T)\leq g_{i,j}(T)\leq(1+\delta)g_{i,j}\sim(T)$ $(0\leq T<+\infty)$
. , $g_{\hslash},j(T)=f_{n,j}(T)$ . ,
$f_{i,j}(T)\leq g_{i,j}(T)\leq(1+\delta)^{n-i}f_{i,j}(T)$ $(0\leq T<+\infty)$
. , $\Phi=g0,o(S_{0})$
$U=f_{0,0}(S_{0})\leq\Phi\leq(1+\delta)^{n}f_{0,0}(S_{0})=(1+\delta)^{\mathfrak{n}}U$




$g_{i}j(T)(0\leq i\leq n, 0\leq j\leq i)$ $m$ . $(i,j)$
$g_{i,j}(T)$ $o(m)$ , $O(n^{2}m)$
.
. $m$ , $g_{i,j}(T)$ . 42
, $o(\log(a_{\max}/ao)/\delta)$ . , $a_{\max}$ $g_{1}\sim,:l(T)$
, $a_{0}$ $g_{i}\sim,’(T)$ , .
am , $1/(i+1)$ . , $\sim 9i,j(T)$
$\sim g_{i},(T)\geq f_{i,j}(T)$ , $f_{i,j}(T)$ $\{\min(p,$ $1-$
$p)\}^{n}/(n+1)$ , $a_{0} \geq\{\min(p, 1-p)\}^{n}/(n+1)$ .
, $g_{i}j(T)$ , $P$ ,
$O$ ( $\frac{1}{\delta}$ log $\frac{a_{\max}}{a_{0}})=O(\frac{1}{\delta}$ log $\frac{n+1}{(i+1)\{m\dot{m}(p,1-p)\}^{n}})=O(\frac{n}{\delta})$
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., 43.1 $\delta$ , $m$ $O(n^{2}/\epsilon)$ ,
.
4. $l$ . $O(n^{4}/\epsilon)$ $U\leq\Phi\leq(1+\epsilon)U$ $U$
$\Phi$ .
, 42 2 ,
, .
, $\epsilon$
, 1 . . $\epsilon=0.1$
, 2 003 , 1 0005
. , 1 $g_{t,j}$ $f_{i,j}$
.
,









, $O(n\log n/\epsilon)$ .
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